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Hello there,

 

As it is already the last day of May, we want to take a moment to reflect on the past

weeks and share some exciting updates with you. Our highlights from this month

include: event and trade fair preparations, recent restructuring at PXL Vision, and

internal testing of EU insurance cards. 

 

Make sure to scroll down to learn more 😉

 

Your PXL Vision Team

Our top highlights in May:
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Money20/20 in Amsterdam 
Next week our team will be heading towards Amsterdam to exhibit at one of the

prestigious fintech trade shows: Money20/20.

 This event is a premier platform for industry experts and innovators to share ideas

and shape the future of financial technology. With our innovative identity verification

technology, we can help to optimize customer onboarding and KYC processes, and

become a vital part of the fintech industry ecosystem. 

Stop by our booth - C19 on Feature10, and chat with our colleagues about the ways

to make the fintech industry and digital banking much more accessible to everyone.

Recent restructurings and promotions

Elmar_Roxana

Our former Chief Product Officer, Roxana Porada takes over a completely new role

as Chief Experience officer, where she will tackle the support and assistance of our

customers, making sure they get the best user experience of our

collaboration and products. 

Elmar Reif who has done an amazing job as Head of Product, becomes the new

Chief Product Officer and will be driving the success of our company's product

strategy and development. 

#Teamwork @ PXL Vision
 

We are currently working on implementing another document category in our

company's portfolio: EU insurance cards. Therefore, we started to test those

documents internally:

Together, PXL Vision team members have gathered 760+ document scans.

This amazing initiative was crucial for us, since it set a foundation for offering our

customers more different document types as a basis for the verification process.

Now, we are still in the process of working on the support system for the new

document category and hope to share results with you soon!
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Preparation for PXL Ident Networking Apéro
In May, we have announced our networking event, PXL Ident Networking Apéro -

that will take place on June 14th, at 5 pm in Zurich.

Invitations have been sent, agenda is set, and speakers are assigned!

We are in the process of organizing the final bits and pieces for you to have the best

possible experience with us. The event is a great opportunity to learn more about

the IDV industry and its development, meet our team, and network with other

industry professionals. 

Plus, we’ll announce a brand-new feature that will increase the conversion rate and

security level of PXL Ident!

Haven't registered yet? Register Now! 

SOCIAL NEWS ALERT
                  ☑  Check out our new PXL Talk Series exclusive on LinkedIn

     ☑  Make sure to find out more about us on YouTube

PXL Vision AG, Rautistrasse 33, Zurich, CH 8047, Switzerland
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